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Cloud computing seems to be the future the IT industry casts up on. The technological
revolution was always orientated towards both the performance increasing and
miniaturizing. Cloud technology strongly penetrated for the latest years. In their turn, the
IT users apply it for storing up pieces of information as the following types: e-mail,
electronic agenda and film stream. There are several types of Cloud Computing. The key
factor of all of them is the elimination of the expensive IT resources. A cloud
environment offers an illusion of processing and maintaining capacities. It is considered
to be infinite, only the users and the work frequency are to be changed. The usage of
these services supposes the renouncement up on the own IT structure and the hiring the
stocking units, as well as investments in order to accede different applications via
Internet. The implementing of this method could create millions of working places; it is
at the same time a friendly environment technology, as it uses less energy than the
traditional solutions and offers a greater flexibility. The present report deals with aspects
connected with architecture and design, services based on agent, negotiation, monitoring
and reconfiguration.

1. Introduction
With the adoption of autonomic computing concepts, infrastructures are turning out to
be the prime target for innately incorporating self-diagnosing, self-healing, selfconfiguring, self-defending, and self-managing capabilities in order to sharply decrement
human intervention, instruction and interpretation. Process innovation is the next thing to
be contemplated very seriously for enterprise automation, acceleration, and
augmentation. [7] Use of these services requires giving up their own IT infrastructure
and rental of storage and information processing, and investment in order to access
applications via the Internet. Adoption of this technology could create millions of jobs
and at the same time is an environmentally friendly technology that uses less energy than
traditional solutions, and provides greater flexibility. What many do not know is that
much of the information technology industry structure today is already in the cloud
computing or migrate to it.[9] As low migration is performed for several years, mainly
due to infrastructure support costs and economic proportions in large data centers that
offer performance and processing power required. This is why the present paper tries to
emphasize the importance and purpose "cloud phenomenon".

2. Monitoring
How does it work?
The suppliers monitor both the resources and their usage, in order to obtain profit, but
not exceeding the established conformity accords. Generally speaking, the users conflict
with suppliers; that is the need to monitor the satisfaction degree of the offered services.
Monitoring offers information about the usage of the Cloud resources, in order to
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negotiate cheaper accords; the resources saturation; the
unbalanced usage of the Cloud resources; the suppliers
breaking of SLA (Service–Level Agreement).[1]
Cloud ontology is characterized by three important
milestones: Support of interoperability; Semantic service
discovery; Mapping of different native ontologies. The
starting point will be Cloud taxonomy.
The ontology will describe Cloud resources and services,
Cloud actors, Quality of Service Parameters, the negotiation
protocol and the SLA.

3. SLA Renegotiating
How can we obtain it?
Renegotiating is another type of service that can be used to
fix some disaccords. This can be done through dynamic

modifying. The dynamic SLA renegotiating has a limited
capacity. The emerged problems are: erasing an objective,
adding an objective, parameters redefining, negotiating limits
at the same or predefined price.[10]

4. MAgDa (Mobile Agent Based Grid
Architecture)
MAgDA is a set of instruments which offers facilities; it
uses a program for developing applications based on Grid
agent. The main characteristics are: it is multi-layer and
conceived following Grid model; it bases on utilization
(mobility); it is extended for API agents to support the
distributed calculation.

Figure 1. General description

5. Grid and Web Services Standards
Designed to offer rapid access to a large pool of available
hardware and software resources to a large variety of users,
and highlighting the benefits of elasticity in terms of costs,
the Cloud computing has been fast adopted by business and

academic communities. The preferred levels of entries are
infrastructure-as-a-service and software-as-a-service and
therefore a huge number of such services are currently
offered is common.[6]

Figure 2. Technological Alignment to build Business and computational services

To understand how a metadata-based frame work can be
useful on a cloud environment, it is important to understand
the concepts about frame works and meta data definition.
That knowledge is important to understand how frame works

can be internally structured to allow behavior specialization
and extension using classic object-oriented techniques and
meta data. [3] This section also explores the alternative son
meta data definition and the basic functioning of a meta data-
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based frame work. As the cloud paradigm is based on the
concept of virtualization, the management of its resources
will have to start at the virtual level and descent to the realworld tangible level, where power consumption, CPU,
memory and band width allocation take place. The use of
efficient algorithms for load balancing and scheduling will be
required to manage the complex environment, and although
such mechanisms exist, their application to cloud level is yet
to be achieved.
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6. MAgDa Interface
There are two main characteristics: the first is connected to
the API design and the second to the proxy agent role. API
design extends OCCI as the unique position able to render
HTTP; the proxy agent transforms these requests in FIPA
ACL, messages for internal communication in Cloud
Agency.[2]
Are presentation of these basic ideas as concern MAgDa
interface is presented below:

Figure 3. MAgDa interface

As concern the high level architecture, namely the server,
as one can see in the figure that follows, an essential role is
played by the developing cycle.[8] This works observing the
following principles:
1) To define the service interface;
2) To generate the necessary code for transmitting SOAP
requests as ACL messages;
3) To assure the ACL requests construction;
4) To assure the ACL responses manipulation;
5) To implement the solution as a new GRID service in
Globus container;
6) To offer the users a new service (optionally, as users can
generate services themselves, using WSDL description);
7) To test the service.

7. The Usage of the Eclipse Platform
This platform offers a proper frame for projecting,
developing and implementing services, using mOSAIC Dow.
Thus, mOSAIC Cloud is conceived as being a service
oriented on a type of architecture used by agencies as mobile
phones. The services are stocked in a deposit and are capable
to be deployed on a Cloud resource. [4] In case of
reconfiguration, the service is to be sustained by mobility.
The mOSAIC platform will be able to implement services on
there sources, too. More than that, the technology allows
exploiting, interface decoupling and also service execution
decoupling. A set of functions has to be conceived and
developed as a service agent previously defined.
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Figure 4. The usage of the Eclipse platform

8. Cloud Agency Architecture
The figure below presents the architecture of Cloud Agency.

Figure 5. The architecture of Cloud Agency
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Table 1. Agents and Roles
Type of agent
Client Agent
Negotiator
Mediator
Vendor Agent
Archived
Service deployed
Benchmarker

Function
Responsible for collecting the users’ application requests; SLA creation and updating, for being always the best QoS.
Administrates SLA and mediate between user and meta-broker, selects proper accord protocols, negotiates SLA
creation, deals with their realization or breaking.
Selects an agent supplier, capable for implementing a service with requests specified by users.
Interacts with virtual or physic resources; if the received service has to be deployed, it interacts directly with the
automat service Deployed.
Stocks historical data as concern the services quality and the offered resources.
Installs the necessary service on the selected resource.
Builds periodically the performance of the used resources and notifies the client agents about the values of the measured
parameters.

9. Monitoring and Reconfiguration
A general image of this process is shown in the figure below:

Figure 6. The process Monitoring and Reconfiguration

On the basis of this process is archiving, data collecting
and interactions configuring.[5]
The archiving implies:
• Finding the available source
• Notifying the service levels
• Specifying the supplier
• Beginning monitoring
Data collecting implies:
• Collecting the performance in formation by the archivist
• Data collecting, processing and stocking
• Availability for agents and Cloud applications
Interactions configuration consists in:
• Launching and sending observations
• Sending messages among agents by the responsible
agent

10. Event Driven Design
Actions can be distinguished into three classes:

• Requests. They are used ask the Cloud Agency for
something to be executed. For example to start a
Negotiation, to accept o refuse a SLA, to change a
Policy, etc. Requests, as any other action are not
blocking. It means that execution is started on
remote, but the client can continue to run.
• Events. They are generated events in the future by
Requests and have to be handled by the requester.
• Call Back. They are used to receive and handle
events which follow previous Requests.
• Queries. They are used to get information. For
example client ask for an SLA, for the status of a
negotiation, to get the list of vendors, or the list of
resources. Queries returns immediately the response
if it is available, an exception otherwise.
A draft list of action for the for the Negotiation Use
Case has been defined.
Actors are the Cloud Agency Client and the Cloud
Agency.
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Figure 7. Event Driven Design scheme

Result from the process

Figure 8. REST Rendering

Scheme based on the basic principles, model and architecture show that in the figures below:
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Figure 9. OCCI Resource Model
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Figure 10. Architecture

computing: methodology, system, andapplications. Eds. Lizhe
Wang, Rajiv Ranjan, Jinjun Chen, Boualem Benatallah, CRC,
Taylor & Francis group,2011

11. Conclusions
The Cloud application scan automatically administrate,
collect, negotiate and monitor the Cloud resources for the
users of massive data calculation. It is essential to maintain
always the best configuration of the resources satisfying the
appliance conditions. Depends on the available offers, we can
generate an accord at the service level. The user is able to
delegate the monitoring the usage resources and verify the
necessity for fulfilling the established accord and, at last to
start renegotiations. Another major factor is the idea that the
landscape has changed a lot cheaper hardware may be
grouped to create a data center network as good as a smaller
amount expensive but more efficient servers. Disadvantages
can be linked to create total dependency services provider, IT
is now constituted a major importance in many companies.
This is a potential limitation of flexibility and possibilities.
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